Data Internship
Work with GLD Data! The Data Team ensures that GLD produces high-quality research by
working with rigorous data analysis, survey management, and statistical methods and
models to address real-world problems. In addition, the Data Team allow researchers to
spend more time working on their projects through ongoing strengthening and streamlining
of the workflow between GLD Data and researchers.
The Data Team at GLD consists of data managers who ensure that all data gathering,
storage, and transfer is GDPR-compliant. Data analysts who clean, process, and interpret
data. And a statistician who has the overarching responsibility for the team and data output.
As a Data intern at GLD, you have great organizational skills, a good command of English
(both written and verbally), and the ability to multitask. It is an asset if you, in addition to this,
know Arabic, French, or Swedish. If you are interested in learning more about gathering and
analyzing data in an academic environment while being part of an amazing team, apply for
an internship at GLD!

Possible tasks include data collecting, data cleaning, assisting with modelling and
analysis, and creating figures and tables for reports, articles, and other publications. Tasks
are assigned on a case-by-case basis based on skillset and team needs.

Your Skills
•
•
•
•
•

Great organizational skills
Good command of English (both written and verbally)
Demonstrable interest in governance/development issues
Ability to multitask
Knowledge of Arabic, French, or Swedish is an asset

You Want to
•
•

Learn basic program management skills
Practice writing to a specific audience

•
•
•
•
•

Plan and coordinate online and on-site events
Combine visual, textual, and strategic elements to convey messages
Network with academic and international actors
Turn complex issues into accessible, concrete information
Take part in meetings and event coordination

Working at GLD
At GLD, we are an international and diverse team that works with research questions with
the aim to promote human welfare globally. The people working at GLD are professors, postdoctoral researchers, research associates, statisticians, data analysts, data managers,
administrators, program managers, and communication officers. We come from different
countries and have several international collaborators as well. At GLD, we are used to new
people joining the team as we often introduce new staff, collaborators, and interns. This
experience of being a fluid organization has created a welcoming and inclusive work culture,
and we value that everyone feels like one in the team.

How to Apply!
In order to apply, you must be a student currently enrolled in a bachelor's or a master's
program that offers the opportunity to do an internship or enrolled with the Swedish
unemployment agency with at least a bachelor's degree in Political Science, Gender
Studies, Global Studies, Social Sciences, Economics, Statistics, IT, or a related field.
1. Apply via this link and include your CV, a personal letter, and documentation of
either course enrollment or a granted work experience placement from the Swedish
Unemployment Agency.
2. You will be notified if you are selected for an interview.
PLEASE NOTE
All decisions are made at the discretion of the programme coordination team and are final.
As this is an unpaid internship, final decisions cannot be appealed.

